Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. have you seen mr davis? asked nina

2. the childs ate 3 peach 2 apple and 4 bananas

3. Circle the correct way to write the closing of a letter.
   Your friend                your friend,                 Your friend,
   Conner                       Conner                         Conner

4. Rewrite the word in (parentheses) to make it a possessive.
   the (car) bumper                the ___________ bumper

5. Write dip to show it happened in the past. __________________________

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. the boys catches froges at the pond

2. i think I felt a rain drop, said sarah

3. Pick the correct past-tense form of the verb.
   A fly ( landing / landed ) on my nose.

4. Write the words that the contraction stands for.
   isn’t ___________           didn’t ___________           aren’t ___________

5. Which word in the sentence is a synonym for false? __________________________
   A lie is something that is false or untrue.
Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. don't forget your backpack, said Mrs. Starkey
   ______________________________________________________

2. the girls playing tag at recess tomorrow
   ______________________________________________________

3. Circle the correct way to write the greeting of a letter.
   Dear Braelynn,       dear Braelynn,       Dear Braelynn

4. Write a compound word that describes what you might eat while watching a movie.
   __________________________

5. If “silent” means quiet, what does “silently” mean?
   in a quiet way        without quiet        quiet again        not quiet

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. Mrs. Starkey doesn't like snake
   ______________________________________________________

2. Braxton will played a soccer game Saturday morning
   ______________________________________________________

3. Pick the correct future-tense form of the verb.
   I (watch / will watch) a movie.

4. Write the correct contraction for the words.
   are not ___________       is not ___________       did not ___________

5. Which word in the sentence is a synonym for funny?
   __________________________
   Dakota looked funny wearing the silly hat.
Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. put away your toyes, said mrs williams

2. we had ham corn on the cob and mashed potatoes for dinner

3. Circle the proper nouns in the sentence below.
   Maya and Jada went to Silver Dollar City last July.

4. Circle the root words in the words below.
   cleverly  running  restful  restart

5. Circle the past-tense verbs.
   starting  started  shouted  tipping  lasted

Use editing marks to correct the letter.

1. dear leah
   thank you for the letter it was good to hear from you i hope you have a good year in third grade
   your friend
   mason

2. Pick the correct future-tense form of the verb.
   The birds ( build / will build ) a nest in the tree

3. Write the correct contraction for the words.
   cannot __________ do not __________ will not __________

4. Write a synonym for afraid. ________________________
   Briana was afraid to go into the dark room.